Let S = AuB be a nontrivial generalized free product of the groups A and B with amalgamated subgroup U and suppose A and B are residually finite groups. Baumslag [l] has given conditions sufficient for S = AVB to itself be residually finite and these have been used to investigate the residual finiteness of S by Baumslag Proof. First note that OS,-= 1 implies that any identical relation of B is an identical relation of Ok BSk = R, for the map defined by r>-^(rSk) is a monomorphism of R into the cartesian product Yl^Sk/Sk.
Let S = AuB be a nontrivial generalized free product of the groups A and B with amalgamated subgroup U and suppose A and B are residually finite groups. Baumslag [l] has given conditions sufficient for S = AVB to itself be residually finite and these have been used to investigate the residual finiteness of S by Baumslag [l] and Dyer [2] , when the factors A and B of S are assumed to satisfy certain additional properties. The question then arises as to the necessity of these conditions. It is shown here that Baumslag's conditions are in fact necessary, provided A and B satisfy suitable identical relations.
A group G is residually finite if there exists a set {Gt-|t£/} of normal subgroups of G such that G/d is finite for each iEI and flier G,- Theorem 4 follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Theorem 5 follows from an easy extension of Theorem 1 using the main result of Higman [3] . The (well-known) corollary to Theorem 5 follows because property (iv) fails when hy±l and ky^l are not both powers of p.
Although special cases of Lemma 3 are well known (see for example [4, p. 217, Problem 10]), the proof of the general case given here is
